SCOUT NETWORK WHILE ON ASSIGNMENT

LOCAL PARTNER (NGO/Investor/Foundation)
- Evaluate and Assess

LOCAL ENTREPRENEURS
- Facilitate Peer Support/Peer-Review Process for Startup Development and Screening

SOCIAL VENTURE CAPITAL FUND (VILLAGE CAPITAL)
- Global Incubators
- Issue and Administer Scouts’ Assignments

MIIS FACULTY, STAFF, AND ADVISOR SUPPORT

MIIS PROFESSOR FOR FIELD PROJECT RESEARCH COMPONENT
- Entrepreneur Life Stories Data Collection and Analysis (Dr. Fredic Kropp)
- Develop and Implement Case Study Framework for Business Model Design (Dr. Yuwei Shi)

VIRTUAL SCOUT SUPPORT-MIIS Student
- Scouts Contact ‘Virtual Scouts’ (located on MIIS campus) For Project Assistance.

FRONTIER MARKET SCOUT
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